Rachel Harwood Willow
Hello Willower’s, you are receiving this newsletter either
because you have attended a workshop with me or signed up
for updates, if you have done none of those things then please
disregard this newsletter or take a peak anyway !
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

Well what a creative re start it has been with 10 workshops in
3 weeks it feels fantastic to be back teaching again and there
are lots of exciting workshops ahead !
I hope you have managed to keep your creativity going during
this strange time or just used the time to have a re-set. I’ve
done a bit of both and trying hard to stick to this new regime.
Over the lockdown I managed to finally build a new studio
which I’m pleased to say has already had several workshops in
with more bookings on the way.
Alongside the willow workshops I will be hosting some guest
workshop run by some tried and trusted local tutors, the first
one is Bookbinding by Marie-Jeanne from Syllabubble, this is a
lovely short workshop learning to make a simple notebook
with tea and cake of course ! You can see the details and book
here https://rachelharwoodwillow.co.uk/workshops/bookbinding-workshop/

It’s no surprise that the Hare
workshop has been one of the most
popular this year, so popular in fact
I am now taking bookings for Jan
next year ! But there are plenty of
other workshops happing before
then including my favourite Garden Wigwams ! There are just a
few places left on this one so if
you’d like one to adorn your garden
go to the website and get it booked !
If your looking for a bit more of a
challenge why not try a basket
workshop ? I have 3 types to choose
from, all are suitable for beginners
but if you want really easy then the
‘Simple Baskets’ is for you, if you
want a little more challenge then
the ‘Gathering Basket’ or ‘Tea Tray’
could be just right.

One last think to mention, I
have donated one of my Hares
to the raffle at the Vale Wildlife
Hospital’s open day. An amazing
charity that helped over 7000
animals last year alone ! A
worthy day out to support them
if your in the area.

Take care and keep creating, Rachel

